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Steeling the Show
The lights are a mix of rich Indian artisanal skills and new technology, where each piece is
customised to varied requirements. All of the collections are marked by stainless steel and warm
colours that create soft uniform lighting in a fluidic manner. The inspiration was to reflect on
the solidity of simplistic shapes and at the same time present light as a guiding phenomenon in
defining the substance of those shapes.
Sogani is a signature brand of lights and light installations, by
international award winning artist and designer Vibhor Sogani. At
brand Sogani, quality craftsmanship and creative design solutions that
add value and beauty to everyday life are quintessential. Along with
avant-garde aesthetics, the designs fuse innovative use of material
with state-of-the-art technology to create lights that are bespoke and
sculptural. Personalised and exclusive, each piece is customised to
suit the desired space and lifestyle. The studio’s eclectic repository of
over sixty indigenous designs continues to grow as it explores broader
avenues of concept light installations.

Casa
Inspired from a Weaver bird’s
nest, Casa is a tribute to the
home in the natural world.
This homogeneous blend
of burnished beads forms a
cocoon of comfort. The light
coming from the egg-shape
marbled glass adds life to the
installations. This mercurial
symbol can liven up any
space. The ever changing,
multiple reflections produce
an appealing visual texture.
Cost – Price on request		
Material – Stainless Steel

Folds
Crafted from a single sheet of metal, each individual fold is the result
of deliberate and meticulous thought. Subtle and bold, each piece is a
part of the larger visual lexicon. The mirror-finished pieces with copper
leafing form an ocular symphony that can transform into a centre-piece
or a corner piece in any living space.
Cost – Starts from INR 30,000/Material – Stainless Steel
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Availability: GRAFF India, www.graff-designs.com

Drape
Free-flowing contour of fabric metamorphoses into a metallic drape. Beaded twines of metal come
together in an asymmetrical formation that transforms into this luminescent delight. The dappled
reflections, bouncing off each other, glitter like tiny stars that can light up an open atrium or an
indoor lobby. Fluid curves inspired by a sensuous form, combined with the solidity of the lustrous
beads create a shape that entices observers, to come closer and delve into the mysteries it holds
within.
Cost – Starts from INR 8,00,000/Material – Stainless Steel

Palm
Sunny days, warm breeze and
sunlight dappling through
fingered palm leaves. This is the
inspiration behind this faceted
formation. The prism like surface
radiates a light that gently draws
into the folds of its golden aura.
Ideal to adorn a palatial living
space, it can also add romance to
a personal corner.
Cost – Price on request
Material – Stainless Steel
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